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Acoustic metamaterials, artificial composite structures with exotic material

properties used to control elastic waves, have become a new frontier in

physics, materials science, engineering and chemistry. In this paper, the

research progress and development prospect of acoustic metamaterials are

reviewed. Related studies on passive acousticmetamaterials and active acoustic

metamaterials are introduced and compared. Additionally, we discuss

approaches to material structure design, including topology optimization

approaches, as well as bio-inspired and fractal geometry-based approaches

to structure design. Finally, we summarize and look forward to the prospects

and directions of acoustic metamaterial research. With the development of

additive manufacturing technology, the research potential of acoustic

metamaterials is huge.
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1 Introduction

Metamaterial is a material that obtains extraordinary physical properties that

conventional materials do not possess by designing special artificial structures.

Veselago, a Soviet physicist, demonstrated the feasibility of negative refractive index

materials and named them in 1967 [1]. After that, the concept of electromagnetic

metamaterials began to formally enter people’s sight. The researchs related to the

application of electromagnetic metamaterials in various fields quickly attracted the

interest of researchers [2, 3]. With the continuous deepening of research, it has been

found that elastic waves will have elastic wave band gaps similar to the photonic band gaps

of electromagnetic metamaterials when they propagate in periodic elastic composite

media. As a result, the concept of acoustic metamaterials was proposed, and related

researches continued [4–6]. Different crystal compositions and periodic structures lead to

different band gap properties of elastic waves. This makes it adaptable to different

situations and makes it applicable to various fields [7–10]. In particular, it provides a

simple, low-cost, and easy-to-apply solution to engineering problems for the solution of

vibration and noise [11–13].
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One of the earliest and more popular acoustic metamaterials

is phononic crystals, which is a new type of functional material

formed by the periodic arrangement of elastic solids in another

solid or fluid medium. The Bragg type of phononic crystals was

proposed earlier and is relatively mature. But the lattice constant

of Bragg diffraction-based phononic crystals is of the same order

of magnitude as the band gap frequency. As a result, it cannot be

used to control low frequency problems. Liu et al. [14] first

proposed the concept of locally resonant phononic crystals

(LRPCs). the band gap frequency of LRPCs with the same

lattice size is much lower than the Bragg’s, which can be used

to solve low-frequency problems. With the deepening of

research, the potential of phononic crystals in various fields

has gradually emerged, and related research has become more

abundant [15–20]. Topology optimization is the most commonly

used optimization design of phononic crystals. Among them,

Ranjbar and Hosseinkhani [21–23] have made remarkable

research achievements in this regard.

It is worth noting that metamaterials that combine

mechanics and biology have emerged in recent years and have

begun to attract the attention of researchers [24, 25], such as

DNA-inspired chiral metamaterials [26], microtubules

composed of Biological nanonetworks [27], layered cellular

materials [28]. These biological systems-inspired materials

offer a completely new approach to the structural design of

acoustic metamaterials. In addition, many researchers have

introduced fractal geometry into phononic crystals to obtain

better dynamic properties, such as Hilbert fractal [29, 30], Koch

fractal [31, 32]. However, the related acoustic metamaterials

mentioned above are all passive metamaterials, and the

structural invariance of passive metamaterials limits their

performance, function, and tunability. An increasing number

of researchers are beginning to incorporate active elements,

tunable and/or programmable devices into metamaterial

designs, enabling active control of materials [30–32].

However, there are few studies reported in related fields,

mainly not showing the characteristics of active feedback

control. It is expected that there will be more related studies

in the future.

In this paper, the related researches on acoustic

metamaterials in recent years are collected and analyzed.

And the future prospects of acoustic metamaterials are

prospected. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.

In Section 2, the current related research on passive acoustic

metamaterials is mainly introduced, and it is divided into

three parts for comparative analysis of phononic crystals

topology optimization, bioinspired acoustic metamaterials

and acoustic metamaterials based on fractal geometry. In

Section 3, the related research on active acoustic

metamaterials is mainly introduced. Finally, the research

progress of acoustic metamaterials is summarized and its

prospects are prospected. It can be seen that with the

promotion of additive manufacturing methods, acoustic

metamaterials have great application prospects in the fields

of vibration and noise control.

2 Passive metamaterials

2.1 Phononic crystals

Bragg scattering crystals [33–35] is an earlier phononic

crystal type. In order to generate the Bragg band gap in the

phononic crystal, the size of the lattice should be at least equal to

1/2 of the wavelength of the elastic wave. It can be seen that the

center frequency of the band gap is limited by the lattice constant,

and the elastic wave at low frequencies cannot be controlled. Liu

et al. [14] proposed the local resonance theory. By using this

theory, they made acoustic crystals based on local resonance

structures. Its lattice constant is two orders of magnitude smaller

than the spectral gap of the relevant wavelength, breaking

through the predicament of Bragg scattering crystals at low

frequencies.

Figure 1 shows the local resonance structure and its

frequency characteristics of a kind of phononic crystal. The

materials have a simple microstructural unit consisting of a

relatively high-density solid material and a coating of

elastically soft material. And using a centimeter-sized lead ball

as the core material, a 2.5 mm thick layer of silicone rubber was

applied (Figure 1A). The coated spheres are arranged in an 8 ×

8 × 8 simple cubic crystal with a lattice constant of 1.55 cm

(Figure 1B) and the hard matrix is epoxy resin. Disordered

composites made from such locally resonant structures

possess effective negative elastic constants and full-wave

reflectors over a certain tunable range of acoustic frequencies.

The local resonance mechanism is different from the Bragg

scattering mechanism, which emphasizes the influence of the

periodic structure on the wave propagation [36–38]. It

emphasizes the interaction between the resonance

characteristics of a single scatterer and the long-wave traveling

waves in the matrix. For the phononic crystal of the single-sided

column type, the band gap of the phononic crystal can be

transformed from Bragg scattering type to local resonance

type by adjusting the quality of the additional column, which

belongs to the composite phononic crystal. Zhang et al. [39]

designed a novel hybrid phononic crystal composed of a rubber

plate with periodic holes and lead pillars to obtain a wide low

frequency band gap, as shown in Figure 2. Compared with the

phononic crystals without periodic holes, the newly designed

phononic crystals have wider band gaps and better vibration

damping properties. The wider band gap can be attributed to the

interaction of local resonance and Bragg scattering.

Nowadays, the three more traditional and mature types of

phononic crystals are Bragg type, local scattering type and

composite type. The three types of levels are progressive. A

common problem in all three types of phononic crystals is the
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optimal design of the crystal structure. The most commonly used

for the optimal design of phononic crystals is topology

optimization, a method for calculating material distributions

that creates structural layouts without prior shape information

[40]. It is used to iteratively search for innovative material

distributions within a prescribed design domain for optimal

structural performance [41, 42]. Over the past decade,

topology optimization methods have made great strides. These

methods include density-based [43], level sets [44], phase fields

[45, 46], topological derivatives [47], evolutionary methods [48],

topology and geometry optimization [21–23, 49], etc. However,

due to the high dimensionality of the engineering design space,

topology optimization cannot solve the problem of precise

manipulation of acoustic waves [50].

Hosseinkhani, Younesian, Krushynska, et. al [21]. studied the

structural noise and vibration response of concave hexagonal

honeycomb core plates by using topological optimization

method and full gradient two-dimensional geometric

optimization method. The results shown in Figure 3 indicate

that the interaction between structural vibration and induced

noise is more complex in the low frequency range, and the best

noise reduction effect can be obtained by properly combining the

enhanced and non-enhanced characteristics of a single structure.

Under various random loads, the sound power level can be

reduced by about 20%, but the total mass increases slightly

(<5%). In addition, the structural eigenfrequency is

transferred to a lower value, which is ideal for applications in

the aerospace industry.

Mazloomi, Ranjbar and Hosseinkhani [22, 23] optimized the

parameters of the distribution by identifying local internal

resonators to enhance the vibration-acoustic performance of

the sandwich panels with four-chiral resistance. The sandwich

panel and its reinforced core were simulated using the full-scale

finite element method. The equivalent homogenization model is

FIGURE 1
(A) The cross-section of the coated lead ball of the basic structural unit; (B) is an 8 × 8 × 8 sonic crystal; (C) Calculated (solid line) andmeasured
(circle) amplitude transfer coefficients as a function of frequency; (D) Comparison of the observed transmission properties with the calculated band
structure. Reprinted from [14] with permission.
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used to reduce the calculation time of the optimization problem.

The results shown in Figure 4 indicate compared with the

calculated results of the accurate full size sandwich structure

finite element model, and the radiated sound power levels of

different geometric parameters of the sandwich structure and the

minimized sandwich structure in the 0–200 Hz band are

calculated. A hybrid optimization design method combining

moving asymptote method and genetic algorithm is adopted.

Compared with the baseline sandwich panel configuration, the

optimized 2D gradient configuration significantly reduces the

standardized radiated sound power level by 78% and increases

the fundamental frequency by 15%.

Aided by image-based finite element analysis and deep

learning, Li et al. [51] proposed a data-driven phononic

crystal design method in this study, and the workflow is

shown in Figure 5. Train an autoencoder to extract

topological features from sample images. The band gap of the

samples was studied by finite element analysis. A multilayer

perceptron is trained to establish the intrinsic relationship

between the band gap and topological features. The trained

FIGURE 2
Unit cell of phononic crystal: (A) Novel PC plate; (B) Section of new PC plate; (C) Single short plate; (D) Thick plate with double short piles; (E)
Incident situation of PCS. Reprinted from [39] with permission.

FIGURE 3
(A) Structure of the optimum core for the Violet noise excitation; (B) The RSPL of the optimized configuration in comparison with the base
model. Reprinted from [21] with permission.
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model was finally used to design phononic crystals with the

expected band gaps.

In contrast to topology optimization methods, this method

does not require real-time computations for specific optimization

applications. The deep learning model in this method learns the

implicit relationship between the input and output data. To a

certain extent, the learned knowledge can accurately handle data

outside the training set. In addition, deep learning models are

able to self-evolve in the background by continuously providing

training data. The method is not only applicable to this material,

but can be further applied to design various structured

mechanical materials with specific functions.

2.2 Bioinspired acoustic metamaterials

In addition to the design methods mentioned above, it is

worth noting recently that many studies have begun to combine

biology with mechanics, taking inspiration from biological

systems to create new knots [24–28]. These new structural

metamaterials have superior mechanical properties, better

designability and tunability, and are new ideas for future

structural design of acoustic metamaterials.

Microtubules are biopolymer hollow tubes that form an

entangled radial network from the nucleus to the cell

membrane. They are a major component of the

cytoskeleton, providing mechanical stiffness, organization,

and shape to the cytoplasm of eukaryotic cells. It plays an

important role in the processes of division, intercellular

transport, and internal organization of cellular components.

Jafari et al. [27] investigated the propagation of elastic waves in

periodic networks of various 2D microtubule bio-

nanostructures, and analyzed their dynamic properties,

providing the possibility for further applications. Figure 6

depicts a single microtubule and the method by which it

builds its architectural structure. Microtubules themselves

FIGURE 4
(A) Schematic of localized resonators in the auxetic core structure. Reprinted from [23] with permission. (B) RSPL vs. frequency, different anti-
tetrachiral configurations. Reprinted from [22] with permission.
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are composed of α-tubulin and β-tubulin (a), and a square unit

cell composed of two vertical microtubules is shown in (b, c).

By repeating cells in the x and y directions, two-dimensional

periodic architectures can be formed (d).

The research starts with the selection of a suitable single-

microtubule beam model and experimentally demonstrates that

ten widely used periodic structures are established. The finite

element models of individual microtubules and network

microtubules are established respectively, and the phonon

band structure is calculated according to Bloch’s theorem. The

results show that depending on the chosen topology of the unit

cell and the periodicity considered, the low and high frequency

band gaps of the biological filter can be designed within a specific

range. This application could help researchers use architectural

periodic structures to control some unwanted or harmful

vibrations, and the network could be applied to next-

generation nanobiomechanical instruments due to its higher

biocompatibility due to its biomaterial origin, such as

implantable biosensors.

Panahi, Hosseinkhani, Khansanami et al. [49] carried out

numerical and experimental studies on the dispersion

characteristics of elastic waves of a new Maltese cross shaped

FIGURE 5
Workflow for designing a prospective bandgap phononic crystal. Reprinted from [51] with permission. (A) phononic crystal training, (B)
Phononic crystal design.

FIGURE 6
From single microtubule to periodic architected structure. Reprinted from [27] with permission. (A) Microtubule structure, (B) Two
perpendicular microtubule structure, (C) Square unit cell microtubule, (D) 2-D periodic architected structure.
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element and a triangular element instead of a lateral ligament

element. Based on Bloch theorem of infinite element structure,

the eigenfrequency problem of element is solved by finite element

method. The results as shown in Figure 7 indicate that these new

cells can provide more than 200% phonon band gap coverage

factor (BGCF) in the low frequency range of 0–12 kHz. The

results are compared with the band gap obtained from the

periodic Bloch theorem. This study provides a practical

application of a new phononic crystal as a frequency tool to

prevent the propagation of elastic waves and adjust the position

of the band gap according to the topology of the unit cell.

2.3 Acoustic metamaterials based on
fractal geometry

There are also many researchers using fractal structures to

realize elastic wave band gaps. It has been demonstrated that

optimized fractal techniques can be used to create wider band

gaps and that fractal geometries have significant advantages in

band gap generation [51–53]. The most commonly used fractal

technique is the Hilbert fractal. Man et al. [29, 30] designed the

topology of Hilbert fractal acoustic metamaterials (HFAMs) with

negative mass density and bulk modulus at the subwavelength

scale by introducing the Hilbert curve channel. As shown in

Figure 6. HFAM can enable applications ranging from acoustic

blocking, quarter-bending, acoustic stealth to acoustic tunneling,

and may further offer the possibility of engineering guidance for

exotic properties at subwavelength scales.

Figure 8 shows the first-order, second-order, and third-order

two-dimensional cells of HFAM, respectively. In the design of

HFAM, a square with side length a/2 is divided into 21-by-21

sections. The centers of the 21-by-21 sections are connected in a

clockwise direction from the lower left and lower right to form

the K-Hilbert curve channel width, as shown in Figure 6A. As the

fractal order increases, the square of a/2 is divided into sections of

22-by-22 and 23-by-23, respectively, as shown in Figures 8B,C.

Figures 8D–F represent the first to third order cells of HFAM.

FIGURE 7
The dispersion curves along the borderline of the first irreducible Brillouin zone and vibration mode shapes. Reprinted from [49] with
permission.
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The proposed structure consists of a square frame and is

divided into four sectors with independent curved channels

connected in the center. The total Euclidean length of a fractal

waveguide can be simply calculated as

L � 2N−1a − 1(N � 1, 2, 3). In addition, the propagation

length of sound waves within a unit cell is related to the

Hilbert curve. From the above discussion, we can conclude

that the low frequency acoustic wave propagation between

monopole and dipole resonances can be effectively blocked by

simply arranging HFAM units in an array. Furthermore, the

resonant frequencies of monopoles and dipoles can vary with

the width K, so the elastic wave bandgap of HFAM is easy to

tune in the subwavelength range. Furthermore, the third-

order HFAM can effectively block sound waves with longer

wavelengths compared to the first two. Therefore, arranging

subwavelength-thick, lightweight high-order HFMs in a

sparse array provides an efficient method for designing

acoustic impedance.

What’s more, Zhao et al. [32] found that there are multiple

low energy band gaps in lattice materials with different Koch

fractal geometric parameters, and the position of the lowest

energy band gap decreases with the increase of the number of

iterations. Lattice metamaterials with Koch fractals have

potential applications in vibration isolation and

multifunctional design.

3 Active metamaterials and
metadevices

The mechanism of active control is the introduction of loads

from electrical and/or mechanical devices. It reduces vibration

amplitudes and absorbs energy associated with dynamic

structures. Active control actions have superior characteristics

and engineering applications due to the ability to receive

external information and respond in a timely manner. Huang

et al. [54] changed the effective stiffness of metamaterials by

applying normal initial stress and bias electric field, so that the

position of the band gap was shifted. And they calculated the band

structure under the initial shear normal stress and the initial

electric field by using the theory of the small field

superimposed on the bias field and the plane wave expansion

method. But the application of this method is difficult because

large values are required to show its impact. Malinovsky and

Donskoy [35] proposed and discussed the design of an actively

controlled metamaterial consisting of layers of charged nano- or

micro-particles exposed to an external magnetic field. As shown in

Figure 9, the particles are attached to the mechanically compliant

layer. These particles are in a magnetic field created by a

permanent magnet. Such structures can be used to reduce

acoustic radiation from structures (due to structural support

vibrations) or to protect structures from incident acoustic waves.

FIGURE 8
Schematic cross-sectional illustrations of three types of unit cells of HFAM: (A–C) The Hilbert curve channel of the first to third order HFAM with
fluid. (D–F) The oblique drawing of unit cells of the first to third order HFAM. The material of HFAM applied is epoxy resin. The geometric and property
parametersofHFAMare listed:a=105 mm,K=5 mm;H’=10.625 mm,H" =4.0625mm,H" =0.7812 mm:W’=21.25 mm,W" =8.125 mm,W"’=1.5625 mm:
p = 1,050 kg/m, c = 2,500 m/s and po = 1.25 kg/m, co = 343 m/s. Reprinted from [29] with permission.
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This study highlights that the proposed method of combining

electromagnetic cyclotron resonance with mechanical resonance

offers many opportunities for innovative design of acoustic

metamaterials. It acts as a superior sound and vibration

suppressor over a very wide frequency range. Applied voltages

and magnetic fields may enable more advanced capabilities such

as reprogrammable material acoustic properties, metalens and

stealth. In addition, Wang [55] et al. proposed a novel elastic

wave metamaterial and its automatic control system, as shown in

Figure 10. The propagation properties of elastic waves are discussed.

To verify the effectiveness of active feedback control, the stop-band

characteristics of the system, the tunability of negative effective mass

and the stability of the control system are considered.

Numerical results in the study show that positive acceleration

and velocity feedback control actions can reduce the stopping

bandwidth. The frequency region of the negative effective mass

FIGURE 9
Schematic diagram of the implementation example. Reprinted from [35] with permission.

FIGURE 10
Elastic wave metamaterials with active feedback control system. Reprinted from [55] with permission.
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increases as the negative acceleration control effect increases, which

is the opposite of the positive case. In addition, stable characteristics

can be achieved by both positive and negative feedback control

actions. This will provide a possible approach for the application of

elastic wave metamaterials.

4 Conclusion and research prospect

In this paper, the related literatures on acoustic metamaterials are

sorted and analyzed, and the acoustic metamaterials are divided into

passive acoustic metamaterials and active acoustic metamaterials

according to the response mode and compared and analyzed.

Passive acoustic metamaterial is an early and relatively mature

metamaterial, which can achieve the required elastic wave gap

through a specially designed material structure. The most well-

known passive acoustic metamaterials are phononic crystals, which

are a new type of functional material formed by periodic

arrangement of elastic solids in another solid or fluid medium.

In this paper, Bragg scattering and local resonance phononic crystals

are introduced. The former is mainly because the periodicity of the

structure plays a leading role, so the central frequency of the band

gap is limited by the lattice constant, and the low-frequency elastic

wave cannot be controlled. The latter is mainly dominated by the

resonance characteristics of a single scatterer, whose lattice constant

is several orders of magnitude smaller than the spectral gap of the

relevant wavelength, which can effectively solve the predicament of

Bragg scattering crystals at low frequencies. The structural design of

phononic crystals mainly adopts topological structure. Mazloomi,

Ranjbar and Hosseinkhani et. al. have solved the problem of precise

control of sound waves in topological optimization design. The

research on crystal structure design based on machine learning can

also effectively solve these problems. Also noteworthy for structural

design methods of passive acoustic metamaterials are bio-inspired

and fractal geometry-based structural design methods. Acoustic

metamaterials based on bio-inspired designs combine biology

and mechanics to create new structures inspired by biological

systems. The designed metamaterials have better mechanical

properties, better designability and tunability. There are multiple

low-energy band gaps in the acoustic metamaterial based on fractal

geometry design, and the position of the lowest energy band gap

decreases with the increase of fractal iterations, which has potential

applications in vibration isolation and multi-functional design. Both

of these design methods have great research potential.

However, the structural immutability of passive

metamaterials limits their performance, functionality, and

tunability. To address this conundrum, researchers have

begun to incorporate active elements, tunable and/or

programmable devices into metamaterial designs, making

it possible to control the function of active acoustic

metamaterials by external stimuli. Compared with passive

acoustic metamaterials, active acoustic metamaterials can

control external stimuli more freely and conveniently, and

there are fewer related studies, so they have great research

potential. The method of applying initial stress and bias

electric field to change the material properties is feasible, but

it is less practical due to the large value of the applied field.

Other methods, such as magnetic field-based control, are

also enumerated in this paper. Some researchers have also

established automatic control systems to analyze actively

controlled metamaterials more comprehensively and

systematically. Active metamaterials are still less

researched so far and more research is needed.

In addition, with the continuous development of additive

manufacturing technology, the development process of

metamaterials has been accelerated. Additive manufacturing

techniques can create custom polymer, metal, ceramic and

composite structures. Therefore, designing and fabricating

programmable metamaterials with additive manufacturing

techniques could enable a large number of metamaterial

devices for practical applications. It can be seen that the

manufacturing potential and application prospects of acoustic

metamaterials in the future are huge.
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